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Selecting suppliers and allocating orders scienti�cally and rationally not only have important theoretical value but also have
extremely important practical signi�cance to enterprises.is study proposes an improvedmulticycle integrationmethod that can
e�ectively determine the optimal number of suppliers under the premise of considering the risk of supply interruption and
transaction costs that may be caused by various uncertain factors. e supply interruption risk is divided into two categories:
“common risk event” and “individual risk event.” On the basis of balancing the transaction cost of the company’s choice of
suppliers and the �nancial loss of supply interruption, quantitative analysis methods are used to determine the optimal number of
suppliers for the company.e problem is analyzed, the corresponding model is given, and the in�uence of each parameter on the
optimal number of suppliers is analyzed. From the perspective of stochastic uncertainty in both customer demand and supplier
supply capacity, this study analyzes the optimization problem of enterprise purchase quantity allocation under the volume
discount environment. e relaxation factor is somewhat adaptive because the particle swarm is continuously updated. Aiming at
ordering cost, transaction cost, transportation cost, order delay quantity, and product quality, considering random demand
constraints, supplier supply capacity constraints, and multisupplier multiproduct situations, we establish supplier selection in an
environment of uncertain demand and supply capacity and dynamic relaxation approximation algorithm for order allocation.e
research results show that the dynamic relaxation approximation algorithm can not only determine the optimal supplier but also
determine the optimal procurement allocation for each supplier.

1. Introduction

e study of traditional optimization problems in multi-
center coordination networks aims to minimize the oper-
ational costs of coordination networks by optimizing the
routes of vehicles in the multicenter [1]. In the context of
economic globalization and the rapid development of in-
formation technology, there is �erce competition among
manufacturing supply chains [2]. Excellent suppliers can
play a leading role in downstream companies, integrating
manufacturing resources and providing a continuous im-
petus for downstream manufacturing. At the same time,
problems with the supplier’s supply capacity not only put
pressure on the downstream manufacturer but also lead to a
series of chain reactions in the downstream supply chain.

E�ective synchronization constraint as a measure to
evaluate delivery timeliness can reduce the time interval and
waiting time of two-level vehicles in the two-level network
serving between facilities through reasonable scheduling of
vehicles, thereby reducing fuel consumption and improving
the transportation e�ciency of the entire network [3].
erefore, an e�ective cooperation mechanism and resource
sharing mode and synchronization strategy can optimize the
distribution services of multicenter and multiperiod net-
works, improve the e�ciency of the transportation system,
and realize the rational allocation of resources. e multi-
period distribution network considers the periodic changes
in customer demand and facility service quality, as well as
the time interval that customers are visited in di�erent
service periods, so an e�ective network design can improve
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customer service levels [4]. +e establishment of a coop-
eration mechanism can reduce unreasonable transportation
through cooperation between facilities, thereby reducing
coordination operation costs; an effective synchronization
strategy can reduce the waiting time of vehicle services by
optimizing vehicle scheduling, thereby reducing fuel con-
sumption and improving transportation efficiency. +e re-
source sharing mode based on cooperation can realize the
rational allocation of resources by sharing customer service
and transportation resources, thereby promoting the sus-
tainable development of multicenter and multicycle distri-
bution networks and providing a basis for cooperation
among organization enterprises [5].

As suppliers have different production resources and
manufacturing capabilities, suppliers will inevitably be late
in supplying the manufacturer or fail to meet manufacturing
requirements, preventing the manufacturer from producing
normally at a given time, causing significant losses to the
manufacturer, and seriously affecting the efficiency of the
supply chain. Incremental insertion of new orders does not
result in a high-quality solution when dealing with real-time
order data, and approaches based on neighborhood search
and destructive reconstruction require the processing of
static DARPA that need to be reoptimized for each response,
resulting in high computational costs. +e available man-
ufacturers are filtered out. By selecting a manufacturer in
each process, the actions required for that order are done at
that point. A framework for handling dynamic scenarios
with real-time orders is needed that continuously responds
to new orders and updates the delivery solution based on the
execution status of the UAV, maintaining a high-quality
solution throughout the process.

2. Related Work

Artifacts are not delivered as early as possible but on a
specific date. If a part is delivered too early, the manufacturer
will incur some storage and warehousing costs. If a part is
delivered too late, customer satisfaction and the company’s
reputation suffer. Companies must therefore consider the
sequence of parts to reduce the impact of lead times. Lead-
time planning models have received considerable attention
in recent decades, with most research focusing on deter-
mining an appropriate lead time were completing before the
lead time incurs penalty costs and after the lead time incurs
penalty costs. Li et al. used a fuzzy time window treatment
scheme to simplify the impact of time windows in multi-
center coordination networks [6]. Zhang et al. introduced
the concept of vehicle sharing to network optimization of
multiple distribution centers with time window constraints
to achieve a balance of decisions between multiple centers
[7].

Goli and Davoodi proposed an optimization problem for
multiple centers with time constraints based on the flexible
selection of vehicle docking points [8]. Liu et al. introduced
open vehicle paths in a multicenter distribution network
optimization problem to reduce the operational complexity
of the coordination network under a soft time window
constraint [9]. Yu et al. combined the service concept of

dynamic changes in customer demand with effective con-
servation of coordination resources and proposed a multi-
center distribution network path optimization problem with
a time window constraint [10]. Gharaei and Jolai analyzed
the characteristics of dynamic alliances, discussed the key
points and difficulties in developing this model for Chinese
enterprises, and designed an agile supply chain architecture
based on the principles of intelligent agents and reconfi-
gurability [11]. He et al. explored the characteristics of an
agile apparel supply chain and built a virtual organization
centered on exporting apparel companies to respond quickly
to large-scale changes [12]. Goodarzian et al. constructed an
agile supply chain selection model that considered six as-
pects [13]. Batero Manso and Orjuela Castro developed a
hybrid multicriteria decision model, used the triangular
fuzzy number method to determine quantitative indicator
weights, and finally used the fuzzy topology method to select
the best model for the supply chain [14]. After an extensive
literature review, they concluded that most of the current
research has focused on the technical aspects of managing
big data itself, rather than applying it to create strategic value
and change for businesses and supply chains. It looks at
dynamic alliances from a different perspective, considering
the alliance phase, partner selection and reconfiguration
phase, operation phase, and dissolution phase in building a
flexible supply chain.

+e traditional supply chain pursues a stable partnership
that tends to produce a static or slowly evolving solid
structure, a factory-prepared and driven supply chain, in
which there is a mismatch of supply and demand infor-
mation, a severe bullwhip effect, and low flexibility. Tradi-
tional supply chains that produce only one or a few similar
products are no longer able to adapt to the changing market
demand for diverse and customized products. In this study,
we explore an agile e-commerce supply chain based on the
C2M model, which focuses on consumer demand, forms
short-term organizational alliances, uses smart technology
to effectively meet personalized demand, and drives the
modernization of manufacturing. Promoting innovation in
supply chain models focused on dynamism, intelligence, and
efficiency.

3. Multicycle Order Allocation
Distribution Design

We will analyze the synchronization problem in the auto-
motive industry, which is one of the main concerns of lean
management [15]. +e optimization process of two-level
multicenter and multiperiod coordination network is to
study the service optimization problem between coordina-
tion facilities and customer points in discrete space.
+erefore, it is a typical combinatorial optimization prob-
lem, which aims to study discrete space through certain
mathematical methods. +e solution of combinatorial op-
timization problem is mainly divided into two parts:
mathematical model establishment and optimal solution
search process [16].+e intelligent optimization algorithm is
the sum of the theoretical methods to find the optimal
solution of the problem under the condition of feasible
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solutions and constraints through a certain optimization
process based on a certain search mechanism. +e main
intelligent optimization algorithms are divided into two
categories: exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms. For
structured combinatorial optimization problems, the size of
the solution space can be controlled and is generally small, so
such problems are usually solved using exact algorithms. For
large-scale combinatorial optimization problems, the pro-
cess of optimizing through exact algorithms such as enu-
meration will bring about an explosive combinatorial
amount of computation. +erefore, such problems usually
use heuristic algorithms to obtain approximate solutions.
We are only concerned with cycle time overlap:

maxF(x) � f1(X), f2(X), ..., fm(X) 

s.t.gi(x)≤ 0, i � 1, 2, ..., p

hj(x)≤ 0, j � 1, 2, ..., q

X � x1, x2, ..., xm ,

(1)

where f1(X), f2(X), andfm(X) are the m objective
functions respectively, and under the constraints, they de-
note the set of feasible solutions that minimize each objective
function. Figure 1 Cross transport is also reduced to a large
extent.

+e trajectory space and MSP values are growing to the
extreme case where supply and demand are not correlated.
Every deviation between supply and demand is shown in
regions A and B, except for perfect synchronization. In the
region, demand inventory is higher than supply inventory.
Since the manufacturer reliability index of manufacturer 12
is 0.682 and the reliability index of manufacturer 14 is 0.330,
manufacturer 14 is selected with the goal of low cost, and
then, manufacturer 14 will be selected.

+e subject of this study is a coordination company with
multiple distribution centers. +e operation of a multi-
distribution center is shown in Figure 1.
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Unlike traditional coordination networks with collection
and distribution, the multicenter multicycle collection and
distribution coordination network (MDPLNPD) encom-
passes both open and closed routes, designed to form ef-
fective collaboration and delivery through multiple facilities
and service cycles. Figure 1 shows the comparison diagram
of the noncooperative network before optimization and the
network path comparison after optimization. It is important
to use their resources to increase efficiency and deepen
cooperation. However, if the assessment finds that the
partner is no longer able to meet the requirements of the
product order, it can be removed from the partnership and a
new partner can be found to continuously improve the
efficiency of the agile supply chain. +e numbers on each
route in the figure represent the transportation time of
trucks or cars, respectively. As can be seen from the figure,

trucks can realize centralized transportation between co-
operative coordination facilities, and the service path from
facilities to customer points realized by trolleys has also been
optimized, therebyminimizing large-scale long-distance and
cross-transportation.

Assigning orders to partners and selecting nodes in an
agile supply chain from a pool of companies with the same
processing functions is not an easy task. A thorough and
dynamic assessment of partners is therefore essential to track
their development and help them make the most of it [17].

Each distribution center gives priority to using its ve-
hicles, and in the case of insufficient own capacity, vehicles
should only be called to the nearest distribution center with
abundant capacity.When vehicles are shared throughout the
distribution center, the correct type of vehicle is only hired
when there is insufficient capacity.

result � max
n

i�0
Ai + Bi( 

2
tvivi+1

. (3)

+is study focuses on the business of one of the
e-commerce company’s brands and its operating model. +e
sub-brand was established in January 2021 and has expanded
from 8 categories to the current 25 and is expanding to at
least 8,000 products. +e company has more than 300
suppliers, of which about a third are large companies. +e
main customers are mainly financial companies, Internet
companies, etc. +ese companies are mainly staffed by
young people in their late 90s, and together with the
company’s daily tailor-made service, the diversity of prod-
ucts for the company is shown in Figure 2, a process that can
lead to poor quality or late delivery.

+e law of two-eight is widely used in business, where
quality and quantity are satisfied and customer satisfaction is
increased. In practice, however, account managers allocate
reliable spare parts manufacturers based on the timing of
orders [18, 19]. It is helpful to improve several indicators of
network optimization and improve the resource allocation
efficiency of the coordination system. Orders from priority
customers are placed by manufacturers at different levels
who cannot provide better service to their customers.
E-commerce companies selling their brands often have a
rigorous set of procedures to manage, for example, their
ability to prioritize orders by ranking customers according to
evaluation criteria and creating a reference point for placing
future orders.

4. Dynamic Planning Analysis of the
Coordination Supply Chain

+ere are two main channels in this process. Account
managers of e-commerce companies’ delivery dates.
Based on this, which generates almost 80% of all revenue,
deepening cooperation with these head customers and
orders from head customers requires special attention to
improve satisfaction. Determine the order priority
according to the order data and the historical perfor-
mance of the manufacturer, and provide the basis for the
order arrangement in the next stage. External facilities
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such as production sites are visited to examine the
production environment and the manufacturer’s his-
torical trading performance, whether it can meet ex-
pectations in terms of quality and quantity is evaluated,

and these data provide the basis for the next stage of order
placement [20].

If the order criticality index or customer priority index of
the order priority index is greater than or equal to 0.6, this
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Figure 1: With multiple centers and multiple distribution networks.
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Figure 2: Two-stage business analysis of order scheduling.
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means that the order priority index is high and is usually
characterized by high total order value, high order value,
frequent customer contact with the platform, high average
order profitability, and purchase loyalty.

As shown in Figure 3, the triangular fuzzy membership
function for each index is defined in the interval between 0
and 1, where 0 is defined in the interval between 0 and 1,
with 0 being low, 0.5 being medium, and 1 being high. +e
interval [0–1] is set to match the function of the interval
[0–1] of the index previously calculated by TOPSIS. +e
effective combination of cooperation mechanism and re-
source sharing strategy promotes the formation of a co-
operative coordination network alliance and realizes the
maximum cost saving of the network from noncooperative
to cooperative coordination facilities. +e members of the
strategic partnership decide which rules apply and a new
reasoning system can always be developed if their prefer-
ences change.

To extend the search range of the algorithm and ensure
that good genes are not destroyed, this study uses a two-
point crossover operation. In addition, the evaluation of
manufacturer information is not only to visit external fa-
cilities such as production bases, to examine the production
environment, but also to include the manufacturer’s his-
torical transaction performance, and whether it can achieve
the expected goals in terms of quality and quantity. +e
evaluation of these data is for the next order arrangement of
the stage provides the basis. +e specific steps are as follows:
first, two chromosomes are selected as father 1 and father 2;
second, two natural numbers r1 and r2 of length not ex-
ceeding 1 are randomly generated (r1< r2); again, 1 is ob-
tained. +e order of all gene segments between gene
positions r1 and r2 is father 2, and this arrangement is to
cover the genes between r1 and r2 in father 1 to become son
1; finally, father 2 and son 2 perform a similar operation.

+e qualifications for establishing a sustainable supply
network model include preconditions and constraints.
Among them, the preconditions are that all customers’
orders must be fully satisfied; suppliers have raw material
capacity constraints, and production has product capacity
constraints; operating costs are fixed during the cycle.

According to the initial position of the individual par-
ticle, the function fitness of the individual particle is cal-
culated according to the objective function, which is the total
cost value of the supply chain network, the function fitness of
the subgroup is calculated, and it compares with the function
fitness of all subgroups one by one. If the new fitness is better
than the best history record of the current subgroup or the
global best history record of the particle swarm, the new best
history record or the global best history record of the particle
swarm is updated, and the position of the current subgroup
is updated. For the new best historical position or the global
best historical position, the optimization process of the best
particle is shown in Figure 4.

Since the RTC does not know the future requests,
schedule generation avoids unnecessary holding costs by
proposing an authorized schedule [21]. +e typical structure
of an authorized schedule contains nonforced idle time slots
that minimize the total holding cost. Orders are allocated

based on the order priority, and the priority orders are
assigned to reliable manufacturers, thus avoiding losing big
customers and ensuring their maximum satisfaction.+us, if
the current situation does not require the machine to be fully
utilized in the next expected range, the proposed associated
schedule suggests leaving the machine idle for an extended
period. Specifically, the relevant schedule may recommend
leaving the machine fully or partially idle, as shown in
Figure 4. As the schedule is implemented, the unused
machine capacity will be irretrievably lost.

After performing the above steps, the supply chain
upstream and downstream, for example, if the sum of the
assigned quantities in the single-particle network of sup-
plier 1 is chosen to be zero, while the sum of the assigned
quantities in the network of supplier 2 is not zero, this
implies a certain degree of adaptivity, as the particle
population is constantly updated. In the following study,
the effectiveness and solution quality of the dynamic re-
laxation approximation algorithm are experimentally
verified.

With the continuous change of individual particles, the
selection of suppliers and producers will also change with the
change of the value of each particle. For example, if the
current position of individual particles selects supplier 1+e
sum of the number of network allocations is 0, and the sum
of the network allocation quantities of supplier 2 is not 0,
indicating that supplier 1 does not participate in the pro-
duction plan of the supply chain network at this time, and
supplier 2 is in the production plan of the current supply
chain network, if after updating the current individual
particles. In the update position of individual particles, the
sum of the network allocation quantity of supplier 1 is no
longer 0, and the sum of the network allocation quantity of
supplier 2 is 0. Currently, supplier 1 participates in the new
production plan of the supply chain network. Supplier 2 is
not in the new production plan of the supply chain network.
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In the next section, we use the dynamic relaxation ap-
proximation algorithm to iteratively update the allocation
number and location decisions of the supply chain network
by combining the fitness of the objective function and the
dynamic relaxation factor. During the application of
SFDDHT-GRASP, the rescheduling process minimizes the
loss of scheduling idleness in the scheduling S. +is process
reschedules jobs without changing the sequence of jobs or
the date allocation of the solution and minimizes the total
schedule cost within this constraint.

5. Analysis of Results

5.1. Examining the Results of Multicycle Integrator Order
Allocation. Due to the sensitivity of customer, order, and
manufacturer data on e-commerce platforms, based on
practical experience from the internship and with JE-
commerce is constantly restructuring and deconstructing its
flexible supply chain to respond to new demands for its
products from a changing market. With multiple customer-
specific orders in the same cycle, multiple manufacturers
quickly form a dynamic manufacturing alliance to produce
the product the customer wants to be based on the order, as
shown in Figure 5.

+e operational configuration process for each order is
determined by the process operation route, through which
the 10 orders pass. For example, order 1 needs to pass
through operations 1, 2, 3, and 4 in one go to complete the
order, meet the product manufacturing process require-
ments, and finally ship the goods to customer 3.

In this case, when allocating orders, the platform filters
out the available manufacturers based on the availability of
each operation. By selecting a manufacturer in each process,
the operations required for that order are completed at that

time. Moreover, the solution quality of the dynamic relax-
ation approximation algorithm is better than that of the
traditional particle swarm algorithm. +e corresponding
process operations are carried out according to the order’s
customized solution and the appropriate production partner
is selected in each process to place the order.

+e platform evaluates customer, order, and manufac-
turer data based on data from previous collaborations using
the TOPSIS method to obtain a customer priority index, an
order criticality index, and a manufacturer reliability index,
each of which is shown in Figure 6. +e red background
represents low priority and low-reliability customers and
manufacturers. +e green background represents customers
and manufacturers with high indices, high priority, and
needing priority development. In the integer multiobjective
programming function, the manufacturer’s reliability index
and the order priority index determined in the previous
stage are included in the solution to obtain a solution for
order allocation. +e 0–1 integer programming software is
first used to find out which manufacturer the job is assigned
to, as shown in the job assignment table, and then which
manufacturer should be selected for each job in the single-
objective case of maximum reliability, minimum cost, and
minimum time, or a combination of all three in the mul-
tiobjective case.

+e track and trace system that has been implemented
generates many status messages throughout the supply
process.

For example, in the case of order 10, if manufacturer 12 is
selected for process 4 with the objective of maximum reli-
ability, as manufacturer 12 has a manufacturer reliability
index of 0.682 and manufacturer 14 has a reliability index of
0.330, but manufacturer 14 is selected with the objective of
low cost, then manufacturer 14 will be selected.

Update subgroup 1 update subgroup 100

Current situation of risks S13 S15S14

S12S10 S11

Practicality and guidance

Index system should involve the internal

Optimal solution comparison

Subgroup 1

Subgroup 2

Subgroup 3

S7 S9S8

Optimal solution comparison

Figure 4: Coordination supply chain optimization process.
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Under different goals, the selected manufacturers are
different, such as order 10; in the case of operation 4, if the
principle of maximum reliability is the goal, manufacturer
12 is selected to carry out the operation of operation 4,
because the reliability index of manufacturer 12 is 0.682,
while the reliability index of manufacturer 14 is 0.330.
However, if the target with low cost is selected, then
manufacturer 14 is selected. Currently, the decision-maker
needs to weigh the relationship between cost and reliability,
between the two substitution relationships. Customers can
get service at a specific time according to their needs for the
product. Usually, a manufacturer with high reliability means
high cost. At this time, the priority of orders can be com-
pared, and orders with high priority can be assigned to
reliable manufacturers first.

In addition, in different weighting schemes, the partner
composition of agile supply chain is the same, but the re-
liability and total cost are different. +is is because the
manufacturers allocated in the specific operations in the
allocation scheme are different, and the partners in the
intermediate business are different. Switching varies, but
these manufacturers are all in this agile network, which
creates a difference in cost and reliability. +is sensitivity
analysis is important because decision-makers often cannot
accurately define the importance of each objective function.
+rough the comparison of different weights, decision-
makers can better understand the robustness of different
schemes, which can be directly used in the business network
structure. It reflects the priorities of decision-makers, helps
decision-makers better understand, and evaluates the impact

of subjective judgments on network structure, and is in line
with enterprise development strategies.

5.2. Analysis of the Results of Dynamic Supply Chain
Adjustment. +e maximum cost savings were achieved in
terms of quantity, amounting to US$2,824, 75 minutes, and
19 vehicles, respectively. +erefore, the grand alliance {DC1,
DC2, DC3, PC1, PC2, PC3} can be selected as the best al-
liance for a multicenter, multicounty collaborative collection
and distribution network. While the optimized vehicle ac-
cess routes for the cooperating DC1 and PC1 in the grand
alliance are shown in Figure 7, the multicenter cooperation
achieves vehicle sharing within and across multiple cycles
and improves the utilization of transport resources.

In Figure 7, vehicles can share transport resources within
and across multiple cycles, reducing the total number of
transport vehicles from 30 to 11 and reducing maintenance
costs from $450 to $154. Coordinating pick-up and delivery
services across multiple service cycles and enabling the
sharing of open and closed mixed paths help to improve
several indicators of network optimization and increase the
efficiency of resource allocation in the coordination system.
A planned work cycle is subdivided into a series of service
cycles to ensure the delivery of each product, and the
customer can be serviced in one or more cycles.

+e average and optimal solutions obtained by the im-
proved adaptive genetic algorithm were calculated and
simulated to outperform the genetic algorithm for all three
algorithms using seven common vehicles to complete 65
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customer points in the vehicle nonsharing mode. +e im-
proved adaptive genetic algorithm obtained an average so-
lution that was 6.73% less costly than the genetic algorithm
and 3.73% less costly than the simulated annealing algorithm.

If the integration is successful, the process of imple-
menting the first strategy quickly returns a positive answer to
the order request and delegates the final decision to accept or
reject the remaining (initially unaccepted) requests to the
integration process to be executed within the subsequently
expected scope. +e default policy of the RTC method is to
first apply the integration policy to all incoming requests in
order of arrival and then use the optimization policy for all
requests where the integration policy fails.

In the vehicle sharing mode, the matching rate for the
partner vehicles in the same situation is the same due to the

same matching algorithm, and the number of customers
completed by the partner vehicles is 65. All three algorithms
use seven common vehicles to complete the delivery of the
remaining customer orders.

In Figure 8, t-tests and p values show that there are
significant differences between the computational results of
the three algorithms, so a comparative analysis based on
these results is meaningful and reliable. First, IMOPSO is
superior in terms of minimizing operating costs, as all
IMOPSO calculations yield smaller cost values than those of
NSGA-II and MOEA.

+e average operating cost calculated by IMOPSO is
US$2937, which is significantly lower than the operating
costs of US$3616 and US$3779 calculated by the other two
methods. In addition, IMOPSO achieves an average
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Figure 7: +ree common paths for DC1 and PC1 in a multicycle collaborative multicenter network.
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minimum number of vehicles of 13 compared to 16 and 17
for NSGA-II and MOEA, and the computational time re-
quired to solve the multiobjective optimization model is also
significantly better than the other two methods. +e time
difference and waiting time for two-level vehicles are re-
duced in the secondary network to travel between facilities,
thereby reducing fuel consumption and improving the
transportation efficiency of the entire network.

To calculate the total cost and feasibility of this interim
plan, the impact of this new job on the integration of the plan
must be considered. +is is performed by calculating the
completion times of the jobs and recalculating the com-
pletion times of the scheduled jobs affected by the job in-
tegration, as the local cost optimality of the specification plan
is shown, SFDDHT-GRASP calculates the completion times
by constructing the specification plan application only in the
following way. +e reverse calculation of this process starts
with the insertion of jobs at the location and continues with
the calculation of new completion times for jobs at the
previous location of the interim plan.

Compared to the other three cooperative network types,
in addition, the total waiting time for the first, second, and
third cycle cooperative networks was 47 minutes respec-
tively, significantly higher than the 36 minutes for the op-
timized cycle cooperative network. When optimizing a
network with multiple centers and cycles of collection and
distribution, it is, therefore, more beneficial for facilities to
cooperate between multiple service cycles than within a
single cycle.

6. Conclusion

A collaborative network distribution strategy for vehicle
sharing has been proposed to address the lack of dispatching
capacity or transport capacity of coordination companies in
multiple distribution centers. Based on the comprehensive
consideration of multiple distribution centers, multiple
models of leased vehicles, load weight, vehicle speed, and
fuel consumption, a vehicle energy consumption calculation
method is introduced to establish a vehicle sharing network
collaborative distribution model based on considering
multiple constraints.+is study proposes an assignment goal
of assigning prioritized orders to reliable manufacturers.
Priority orders depend on both customer information and
order information. By integrating these information data, it
is possible to grasp the historical transaction status of
manufacturers and customers, allocate orders according to
order priorities, assign priority orders to reliable manu-
facturers, avoid the loss of large customers, and ensure their
maximum satisfaction through the sharing of open and
closed hybrid paths.+emechanism optimizes the collection
and distribution services within multiple cycles and between
multiple centers, and based on the sharing of vehicles within
multiple cycles and betweenmultiple centers, it improves the
efficiency of the transportation system and maximizes the
utilization of coordination resources. A multiobjective op-
timization model is proposed to minimize the total oper-
ating cost, service waiting time, and number of vehicles of
the logistics network, and a combined hybrid optimization

method is proposed to solve the multiobjective optimization
model, finally, through practical example analysis and al-
gorithm. +e feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
multiobjective optimization model and optimization algo-
rithm in solving this problem are compared, analyzed, and
verified.
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+e data used to support the findings of this study are in-
cluded within the article.
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